Schutte, Leonard, Trager win
Sale Of Tickets To Frosh-Soph Dance Booming
Entertainment Is To Include Magic, Music; Door Prize Is Secret
The tickets for the Frosh-Soph Dance are going rapidly, according to an announcement by John L. Hall, chairman of the dance committee, which is sponsored by the Senior Class. In order to assure that the tickets will be necessary to curtail the price shortly. However, until supplies are exhausted the tickets will remain on sale in the lobby of building 10. The price of the tickets will be $1.00, tax included.

"Doggie" Door Prize
The committee announces that there will be a "doggie" door prize this year. What this is exactly is difficult to say. Although there will be no further elucidation than that it was "doggie." There will also be an addition to the entertainment, a magician, the magician who has appeared in several Boston night clubs and the Parker House, will be the main performer and also the M.C. for the other entertainments. It promises to be amusing, fast-paced, enjoyable, and interesting, according to the committee.

Bobby Lewin's band, which played at the recent I. F. C. sponsored Affinity dance, is currently playing at the Tic Toc.

(Continued on Page 1)

Twelve Teams Enter Championship Contest
With only the Institute's best teams entered, the second Championship Bridge tournament to be conducted at the Litchfield Lounge, the necessity for holding it this year. Last year twelve teams were entered and only eight turned out. Coming out ahead of twelve other teams were the winners of the two-day period were eliminated. Coming out ahead of twelve other teams were the winners of the two-day period. The winners were:

Six Positions To Be Filled By Candidates;
Will Meet In Office
The Walker Memorial Committee is scheduled to start meeting Monday, May 15. This competition is open to all members of the class of 1946 interested in anything pertaining to the freshman class becoming members of this Committee.

The competition will start with a general meeting of all the candidates in the committee office and is to continue throughout the rest of the week. At that time the six men to become members will be chosen and their names announced following Monday, May 17. The freshmen will then demonstrate their ability to take office and begin their service.

The committee's public spending time in the office learning general procedure and functions of the committee at the end of the week each freshman will be required to submit a short report on "A Plan for the Better Functioning of Activities at Technology Through the War." Selection of the candidates will be made on the basis of the reports shown in these reports and general interest displayed in the office.

Functions
The Walker Memorial Committee is a sub-committee of the Institute Committee and governs all of the undergraduate activities at the Institute. It assigns rooms to various groups, has charge of all meetings, publicity, etc.

(Continued on Page 1)

5115 Club Room Turned Over To Service Men
"In the future the entire facility of the 51 Club Room will be turned over to the use of the members of the Armed Services stationed at Technology," it was announced last night by Henry D. Lawton, President of the club.

He said that the members had long been contemplating some time and with the number of service members belonging to the club members thought the move might be put through. The Club Room is in the basement of Walker Memorial and contains other things, a new combination radio and phonograph with an adequate supply of records.

(Continued on Page 1)

President Permanent

George A. Schutte was elected the permanent President of the Class of 1946 last year, was vice-president of the Class of 1944 this year, and will hold the position of permanent assistant to President. Jerome Gordon was elected the Secretary-Treasurer of the Class of '46. The voting was conducted by the National Student Council.
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Education, that is the gradual process by which American youth is nurtured and developed until mature reflection super-

seded earlier fragmentary understanding, has been thrust into the limelight throughout the nation by the turn of current events. The major factoring these discussions has of course been the effect of requisite wartime juxtapositions.
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Tufts and Boston College Lose To Beavers In Triangular Meet; New England Games Are Saturday

23 men from the Beaver track squad will take part in the Annual New England Track and Field championships to be held on Alumni Field at Boston College tomorrow according to an announcement by Oscar Hedlund, track mentor.

According to coach Hedlund himself, his squad, known as the Beavers, is the probable winner of victory on the strength of balanced aggregation.

The probable members of the Beavers that will be between New Maine and New England with Boston College as a third place favorite.

The chances of the Eagles for a high place hinge largely on the efforts of Herbert McKenney, Beavers half back who hails from the West Indies, and who took three thirds in a triangular meet last weekend as Briggs Field. Beaucor, Michigan State and New Hampshire will lead the efforts of the Wildcat team since he is certain to throw the hammer, high jump and broad jump events. Maine is particularly strong in the 1-mile hurdles and pole vault events with Dodge as a strong outlander for hammer throw honors.

Lacrosse Lose To Andover Team

The Junior Varsity lacrosse team has lost to Andover 5 to 3 last Saturday in the annual game. The Beavers were well against the home team, their stronger hooker Heckel more than made up for that by scoring all five goals himself. He put three goals in the net in the first period and, in the second, and in the fourth period respectively.

The line-up—Lenon, Mohran, Townsend Pf; Stevens Cp; Reed 16; Haynes, Peason 2B; Zierk, Kelly 1B; Sumner 3B; Reuss 2B; Buehler, Mature; C. Hildebrandt, Rout; Mason 2B; Barnes Cp; Thompson 3B; Phillips, Mullihan 1B; Leardon, Reuss 2B; C. Hildebrandt, Rout; Mason 2B; Barnes Cp; Thompson 3B; Phillips, Mullihan 1B; Leardon, Reuss 2B; C. Hildebrandt, Rout; Mason 2B; Barnes Cp; Thompson 3B; Phillips, Mullihan 1B; Leardon, Reuss 2B.

Meeting Of ICYRA

The 16th annual meeting of the ICYRA will be held Saturday at 3 P.M. at the Majestic Hotel and will also be attended by a number of more than 500 heads. The Beavers have put three goals in the net in the final period, in the second, and in the fourth period respectively.

The line-up—Lenon, Mohran, Townsend Pf; Stevens Cp; Reed 16; Haynes, Peason 2B; Zierk, Kelly 1B; Sumner 3B; Reuss 2B; Buehler, Mature; C. Hildebrandt, Rout; Mason 2B; Barnes Cp; Thompson 3B; Phillips, Mullihan 1B; Leardon, Reuss 2B; C. Hildebrandt, Rout; Mason 2B; Barnes Cp; Thompson 3B; Phillips, Mullihan 1B; Leardon, Reuss 2B; C. Hildebrandt, Rout; Mason 2B; Barnes Cp; Thompson 3B; Phillips, Mullihan 1B; Leardon, Reuss 2B; C. Hildebrandt, Rout; Mason 2B; Barnes Cp; Thompson 3B; Phillips, Mullihan 1B; Leardon, Reuss 2B; C. Hildebrandt, Rout; Mason 2B; Barnes Cp; Thompson 3B; Phillips, Mullihan 1B; Leardon, Reuss 2B.

The Beavers have put three goals in the net in the final period, in the second, and in the fourth period respectively.
Crews Head South For Children's Meet

Only trip of its kind scheduled will come this weekend for the Tech varsity and freshman heavy crews when they travel to Annapo-
lis, Md. to compete for the Children's Cup against Navy, Col-
as and Pennsylvania on the Severn River. The Beaver crews have yet to taste victory since having defeated Harvard in their first race of the season.

The members of the boas are as follows:

**Varsity Heavy Boat**
- A. Lion, J. Whisnant, 4; Street (Capt.); 5; Cook, 4; Clare, 3; Stephenson, 2; Thor-..*****
- F. Harrett, C. Rouse, 1; Cox, Howell.

**Book Exhibit**
- (Continued from Page 3)

**Dinghies**

with a protest decision giving Har-

vards' and the varsity ratings, and rating in the Coast Guard Bowl as both teams minus a regular skipper fin-

ally fourth respectively. Harvard will be back at full strength again this week with the L.C.A.F.A.'s president and No. 1 skipper, Dave Noyes, ready to lead the Crimson and carry out an old tradition that the Association's skippers always try to turn in a grand performance in the Bowl. If Noyes is in top form and the Nationals will practically be his own man as the Crimson com-
dore and crew captains next month, Harvard will be hard to beat.

Like Harvard, Tech will be back at full strength on Saturday and Sunday with Sam Parkinson again at a tilter, and again, as with the Crimson, Tech's fate may depend on the choice of the right skipper to sail. Parkinson has sailed con-
siderably all season, although he lacks Noyes' brilliance, usually re-
liable Harold Boercke, who holds the highest L.C.A.F.A. rating on the Tech team, if the Harv-

er's boat was way off-form in the Coast Guard, and Ralph Brans', Tech's No. 3 man, has been sailing exceed-

ingly well all season.

Last weekend the Teche took the fourth place in the Annual re-
gatta for the Coast Guard Alumni Bowl sailed on the Thames River at New London. Holy Cross, defini-
tively a dark horse, won the meet with a total of 353 points, fol-

dowed by Yale with 134, Harvard with 132, and Tech's Ralph Brans and Sam Parkinson repre-

sented the Beaver at the regatta which served as a warmup for this weekend national championships.

**Infirmary List**

In the Homberg Infirmary last night were:
- Professor Charles E. Locke, Marshall R. Rosenberg, '44
- Givas A. Ullman, '44

In the Emma Rogers Room was:
- Richard W. Barry, '44
- Marshall R. Rosenberg, '44
- Cemal A. Uluant, '44
- Robert B. Pietsch, Lee C. Eagleton
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